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ABSTRACT

Analytical methods, that could be used to makescientific sound-

ing rocket procurement and utilization more economically effective,

are described. A Figure of Merit comparator, on which sounding rocket

procurement and vehicle development decisions can be based, is pro-

posed. The cost optimization of combinations of sounding rocket types

for a user agency's vehicle inventory, selected on the basis of the

Figure of Merit, is demonstrated. It is shown that 6ptimum combin-

ations of vehicle types can produce significant-savings in the overall

costs of a sounding rocket inventory.

Techniques for predicting mission requirements are discussed, and-

one of these, polynomial extrapolations of actual utilization histories,

is applied to historical utilization data from AFCRL and NASA/GSFC.

More sophisticated statistical prediction techniques ire examined for

their applicability to this problem.

Bayesian decision theory is discussed in its potential application

to inventory optimization.

Methods of estimating the cost effectiveness of a proposed sound-

ing rocket vehicle development program are examined. Considerations

of success criteria, projected mission requirements, and reliability

growth, are included in the guidelines, for the cost effectiveness
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I. INTRODUCTION

The analyses presented in this report were prepared for the

Researrh Probe Flight Branch, CREK, of the Air Force Cambridge Re-

search Laboratories under Contract No. AF19-(628)-6009. The informa-

tion contained in this document is intended to fulfill the requirements

set forth in that contract.

The report describes various analytical methods that can be used

to formulate cost effectiveness guidelines in sounding rocket pro-

curement and utilization. Techniques for predicting mission require-

ment are examined and a sample optimization problem is presented in

the analysis.

Advanced statistical prediction .techniques and the application

of Bayesian decision theory to inventory optimization are discussed.

Methods of examining cost effectiveness of new vehicle development

are considered.

:i
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II. SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to outline some analytical methods

that could be used to make-sounding rocket procurement more economi-

cally effective. Methods are proposed with which an optimum sotinding

rocket inventory can be selected, and techniques are 'discussed by

which the economic sensibility of developing a new sounding rocket

motor or vehicle can be judged.

We believe that an analytical approach to the economics of sound-

ing rocket procurement and utilization is feasible, and can provide

guidelines and immediateiy applicable information with-which inventory

management-and new vehicle development can be economically evaluated.

Rational economic evaluation techniques are imperative because

scunding rocket programs inpast years have predominately been charac-

terized by failures. When you -consider the evidence shown in Figure 1,

it illustrates that a mere 14 yehicle types have completed more than

90% of all sounding rocket flights since efforts in this field began

in the U.S.A., more than 20 years ago. These fourteen types consti-

tute less- than 22% of the sounding rocket vehicles that have been

proposed, studied, initiated, or in which only a few flights-were

completed before the program was dropped.

The record becomes even more disturbing when one considers that

four of those fourceen extensively used types were associated with a
specific defense application, such as weapons testing (Asp, Nike-Asp,
Deacon-Arrow, Viper-Arrow), and one was a war surplus windfall (V-2);

none of these were pursued beyond the end of their respective program.

* Another iwmportant reason for improving -the-decision-making pro-

cess in sounding rocket logistics is the inevitably increasing cost

of new vehicle development. This is caused by today's higher labor

costs and higher payload costs which demand a more highly "proven"

vehicle before being committed to flight--in turn resulting in. more-

extensive development-programs.

The problem is, therefore, real. One can readily predict that

-3-
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r because of the.higher costs involved, there will-be fewer development

programs in the future, their costs will rise, and the penalties for

failure (already high) will become higher.
What can be done about this? An- oversimplified answer is "be

very careful how you spend your money." How do we do .thisl The work

described in this report is a partial answer, to this question.

In this analysis we attempt to answer a two-fold questioh:

1. What type of inventory mix of sounding rocke,t vehicles is
optimum?

2. Is it "economically-sensible"-to develop a given new vehicle
-type for addition to an existing stable?

To answer these questions, we must first know what will be asked

of the stable, or, what type of missions must be accomplished, or

putting it another way, what are our future mission requirements?

For a number of reasons, to be discussed later, we attempt to

answer this question statistically. This is done6 by categorizing

-past missions flown by payload weight and apogee-,altitude on a per-

year basis going back as far as the records are available. To date

we have considered the utilization histories of the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories and the Goddard Space Flight Center of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Data from-other agett-

cies and users were also examined but were not included because of
their restrictive nature. Future ut-ilization -is -predicted by fitting

least squares polynomials to this historical data for number flown in

each weight-altitude-category against calendar time.

Statistical techniques were selected because of the limitations

of the traditional approach to predicting future requirements,-which

has been to interview potential customers regsrding their individual
plans because of -the subjective nature of the latter.

Once the requirements were 'predicted, determination of the optimum

vehicle inventory, in terms of cost effectiveness, was examined by

overlaying the apogee altitude/payload weight grid, which contains

the number required in each mission category, with, the performance

characteristics of-,each rocket. Missions that fall inside the per,:-

-5-



formance envelope of each vehicle type can be accomplished by that

configuration by the addition of ballast.

An inventory mix is defined to consist of several specific rocket

types (not the number required per unit time of each type). Once a

stable is selected as a candidate for analysis, it is-usually found

that some missions may be performed by more than one vehicle type.

-The heuristic method employed in these situations is to assign the

mission to the rocket with the lowest total cost--(vehicle price plus

payload cost)--divided by rocket reliabi-lity.

Discrimination among several vehicle stables can be accomplished

by comparing their respective Figures of Merit. As a Figure of Merit

(FM), we propose the overall, or user agency-wide total pound-miles

actually achieved divided by the total vehicle costs. Since -he re-

quirements and the availability of rocket types both vary with time,

the Figure of Merit (FM) is restricted to a specific time interval,

one year in this case.

FM's are arrived at for several mixes for a projected period of

time. The combination of vehicle types pqssessing the highest FM for

the 'time period used in the utilization prediction is considered to

be the "optimum" inventory.

The report includes a sample problem in which the optimdm inven-

torymix-of a mythical user agency (AFNA), over a periodof five

years, is examined- Several combinations of vehicle types are con-

sidered in an attempt to define the optimum inventory over the pro-

jected time-period..

AdvanceJ techniques in statistical prediction .and inventory opti-

o mization are. also examined. Linear mean-square estimation theory,

constrained least squires curve fit,. and random number generator simu-

-lation systems are reviewed for their applicability to the-prediction

-problem.

The application of Bayesian decision theory as an alternate to

the Figure of Merit concept of inventory optimization is discussed.

Ground rules for a Bayesian decision tree are proposed and a simple

problem is~examined.

-6-
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The introduction of a new vehicle on the Figure of Merit of the

various inventory combinations is evaluated.

Arriving at the FM for stables that contain a to-be-developed

vehicle, is, however, an iterative process since the price of the

new vehicle depends on the number of it flown each year because of the

need to amortize development costs. This cost affects the user agency

if they sponsor development, or the vehicle manufacturer, who must

amortize this development over a limited amount of time. It is possible

to use this technique to explore the consequences of various amorti-

zation programs.

Reliability of the newly developed rocket is an i-mportant consider-

ation in the early phases of -its development. Since diagnostically

instrumented ftights can have payloads costing from $50,000-- $100,000,

the reliability growth of a new vehicle in the early flights can

drastically affect the total development costs. We have, therefore,

postulated a reliability model- which considers as-separate parameters

the number of possible -failure modes, their probability of occurrence,

and their probability- of detection. Estimates of the .Limum amount

of diagnostf , instrumentation to be flown on the new rocket can be

added as a refinement to- the cost model since reliability growth and

its value can be considered.

-7-



I III. ANALYSIS

x in Two economic aspects of sounding rocket utilization are examined
I ~ in the analysis:

- Optimization of a Sounding Rocket Inventory

Development Cost Effectiveness of a New Sounding Rocket Vehicle

The two are somewhat linked since the cost effectiveness of a new develop-

ment is strongly dependent on the impact-the new vehicle would have onIan- existing sounding rocket inventory. However, each. subject deserves
considerable attention on its own., Therefore, the' discussions of inven-

tory optimization and newdevelopment cost effectiveness have been

separated so that the ideas peculiar to-each concept can be more clearly

explained.

A. Optimization of a Sounding Rocket Inventory

What is an optimum sounding rocket inventory? One which does the

best job at the least cost. Although the underlined answer is essentially

correct, the statement must be carefully considered in detail.
"Best job, least cost" requires at least the following:

- The maximum number of experimenters be accommodated in the period
for which the inventory was purchased.

- The minimum number of vehicles be left over at the end of the
inventory year.

- The satisfaction of the experimenters be high in- terms of minimi-
zation of vehicle induced .payload failures.

The vehicle inventoy cost be a minimumconsistent with the above
goals.

The cost subject warrants more specific attention. Suppose a

particular inventory could satisfy all mission requirements at relatively

low vehicle cost. If the reliability of its vehicles is low, it might

be very uneconomical from an overall standpoint. This, can occur because,

in the vast majority of cases, the price of the sounding rocket vehicle

is but a fraction of the cost of the experiments it carries. To express

-9-



this interaction between vehicle cost and reliability a Figure of Merit

that takes both factors into account can be used.

1. 'The Figure of Merit

We suggest a Figure of Merit (FM), which includes the cost and

reliability aspects of the optimization of a sounding rocket inventory

as- -follows:
m 7_

1 -7 (n hiWr )?
FM = i 1 1(1)

j -'1 i - iCj)j

Where the variables are.:

t Number of Vehicle Types in the Inventory

m Number of Payload/Altitude Missions Assigned to-a Vehicle
-in the Inventory

ni Number of Vehicles to -be Flown for the "ith" Mission.

W -Payload Weight to be Flown in the "ith" Mission"

h Altitude to be Reached in the !'ith" Mission-

r Reliability of the "ijth" Vehicle in- the Inventory

C' Unit Price of the "jth 'i" Vehicle in the Inventory.

The double summation Indicated 'by Equation 1 assumes that there

are t vehicle types in the inventory each of which can satisfy m number
of missions in a. given payload/altitude regime.

The Figure of Merit is calculated- as follows:

1. The year-by-year prediction of missions to a given altitude

L 1 with a given payload is determined.

2. For each year a number of inventory combinations are proposed
that-will setisfy the mission-requirements-.

3. The vehicle unit price and reliability of each type is
determined or estimated.

4. Assuming that a proposed stable has t vehicle types in it,
each of the t types is assigned' m\missions. m will, of

course, vary from type to type.

-10-



5. It frequently happens that a specific mission mad be accom-
plished by more than one vehicle. In these cases the
reliability-weighted cost of each alternative way of doingHthe mission must be computed. This mission cost is:

C Vehicle + C Payload
Vehicle ReliabilityV The conflicts are resolved by assigning the mission to that

vehicle which has the lowest mission cost as defined-above.
When payloAd costs are not well known, an average figure of
several hundred dollars per pound of payload might be used.

6. Equation 1- is applied, in turn, to each proposed stable, and
its FM is determined.

7. For the particular year'being examined, the FM is determined
for each proposed inventory combination. The stable offering
the highest overall Pound-Miles per Dollar value is selected
as the optimum.

The Figure of Merit so determined is only an approximation to the

real-life situation. It takes no account of the following:

a. -Stable Management Costs are not a Factor

A complex inventory consisting of many types may have an over-
all FM lowerthan one,,containfing only two or three vehicle-conifigurations.,

However, support costs such as analytical services, range safety .docuwen-

tation, launch crew Costs, remote site logistical support, and procurer

ment expenses may outweigh the, FM economies gained by applyingmany

vehicles to the mission requirements.

b. No Quantity Discounts for Vehicles

We have assumed the cost of a particular type to be independent

of the number used per year. One wouli!,expect,to pay a lower unit price

for 50 than 5. Surprioingiy, as will be described later, assuming unit

costtb be independent of ,lot size is a good approximation. to

c Reliability is Independent-of Lot Size

Human -factors are involved here; it would be reasonable to

assume-that a launch crew would make-fewer mistakes with a vehicle they
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were thoroughly 'familiar with than one which they bnly flew on rare

occasions. However, sometimes the inverse can be true where familiarity

breeds carelessness.,

d. Reliability is independent of Mission

Since weight and- altitude do not completely define a mission,

we expect that some vehicle problems would cause some-missions to fail,

but would not so affect others with similar performance goals.

These simplifying assumptions were, however, adopted because

they most clearly illustrate the ideas put forth in the analysis while

keeping the- problem within manageable proportions.

We now turn to the data required for the FM determination.

2. Predicting Future Mission Requirements

The prediction of future requirements is a key problem in inven-

tory optimization. Unfortunately, completely reliable predictions of

the -future are simply not possible. Therefore, whatever the results

of the predictions, they are only-approximations.

A possible approach to predicting future requirements would be

to ask the people who use the rockets what their plans are. Unfortu-

nately, project scientists' statemetits about their future vehicle

needs cannot correlate well-with their requirements, as they actually

materialize, for more than an interval- of only a year or so, sometimes

less. This is not a question of good faith, however; sounding rocket

experimenters follow up interesting results obtained in some regions

of the atmosphere fby immediately schedulin3 other experiments in that
area. (The sounding rocket field is attractive to them for this very

reason) Therefore, long lead time experiments and the planning that

is thereby possible do not characterize the field. Other means must,

therefore, be found to predict future requirements.

The attempts to look at the future in this analysis are-based

on the assumption that "tomorrow is a- mirror of yesterday." We have

done this by gathering statistics of past soutiding rocket utilization:

and-extrapolating these Into the future by least squares and more

sophisticated prediction-techniques.

-12-



a. Utilization Histories

The statistics are categorized on a yearly basis according to

payload weight and apogee altitude -as indicated in Figure 2, for example,

for the year i962. The utilization record is subdivided into 20 statute

mile-by 20 pound cells. The -small circles within some of 'he cells

contain a number identifying the vehicle type used to perform the mission;

this is indicated in an enlarged section- of Figure 2, shown as Figure 3.

To.date, we have catalogued the sounding rocket utilization

histories of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories -(AFCRL) and

the Goddard Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA/GSFC) beginning in 1950 (for AFCRL) and ending

in 1965. Data were also collected from the Sandia Corp9ration, the

Naval Research Laboratory (NPL), and the World Data Center A- Rockets
and Satellites of the National Science -Foundation -(NSF). In the case

of the Sandia Corporation, the data were of a specialized nature-and are

-concentrated in a very few altitude/payload cells. The- available NRL

records were solely for the. Aerobee vehicle. The NSF data-were a com-

pilation of U.S. and international results- voluntarily contributed-by

the various sounding rocket users and, therefore, necessarily limited

in overall completeness. Because of these-drawbacks, no-Sandia, NRL or

NSF data were used in the predictions.

b. Requirement Prediction Technique

Year-by-year data for a particular mission (designated by one

20 statute mile altitude by 20 pound payload cell on the utilization

grid) were mathematically smoothed with the aid of a least squares curve-

fit computer program. The results, in the form of first through seventh

-order polynomials, were equetions that described the number of missions

in a particelar weight category to a given altitude as a function of time.

We used the historical base-, so established, to predict future

requirements for a number of years by simply substituting future years

into the Utilization vs. Time equation. A second degree p6lynomial was

-13-
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selected for the prediction of requiremets. The process is briefly

illustrated in Figure 4 for the 200 - 220 pounds to 120 - 140 miles

mission.

c. Requirement Prediction Results

The results obtained by extrapolating the second order curve-

fit equations are briefly summarized for a period of five years begin-

,ning with an-arbitrarily established Year 0 (the present) in-Figures

5 through 5e.

In Year 0 (Figure 5) the highest utilization frequency is

60 - 80 Miles in the 60 - 80 pounds region. Twenty-six payloads are

launched" on-that mission. Considerable activity, in this payload/

weight range, Is also found from the 80 - 100 and 100 - 120 m.iles alti-

tude. In the heavier and larger payloads, the utilization frequency

is about equally distributed over 200 - 300 pounds to 80 - 160 miles

In Year 1 (Figure 5a), the previously most active category.

(60 -80 pounds to 60 - 80 miles) remains constant at 26 vehicles.

Directly above it in the same weight range, missions to 100 - 120 miles

increase sharply from 15 in Year 0 to 27 in Year 1. Activity in the

200 - 300-pound payloads increases slightly.

In Year 2 (Figure 6b), the '60 - 80 pound payloads to 100 - 120

miles continue to show a strong increase, while others in this category

are holding their own. Heavy payloads in the 260 - 280 pound class to

the same altftude are also increasing.

In Year 3 (Figure-5c), the lower weight payloads show a steady

increase with one exception:, 40 - 60 pounds to 100 - 120miles. The

heavier payloads also increasi in all categories but by a much slower

rate. The-trends in Year.4 (Figure 5d)"are similar to those so far

indicated.

Note that- the kmission requirements. in the 60 - 80 pounds to 60 --80
miles cell do not change from Year 0 to Year 1, but increase in
succeeding years. This is because Year 0 represents an arbitrarily
chosen starting point for which utilization is known. Year 1, however,
is an extrapolation of a curve-fit of historical data. At the junction
of year 0 (actual data) -nd Year 1 (extrapolated data), the missio:
requirements- are very similar, but not identical.

] -16-
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In Year 5 (Figure 5e), the last one considered in the require-

ment prediction, we find the three most active categories to be: 60 - 8C

pounds to 100 - 120 miles; 80 - lOpounds to 80 - 100 miles; 60 - 80

pounds to 60 - 80 miles, and 40 - 60 pounds to 120 - 140 miles. In the

-heavier payloads, the three most active are: 260 - 280 pounds to 100 -

120:miles; 240 - 260 pounds to 100 - 120c-miles, and 180 - 200 pounds

146 - 160 miles.

Not surprisingly, the requirements' predictions indicate a

strong and continued interest in the 80 - 120 mile region with payloads

varyihg froma low of 60 pounds to a high in the upper 200's. At, this
point it should be remembered that these predictions are based on only
the utilization -histories available from AFCRL and NASA/GSFC.

theipicture-could change, perhaps substantially, if data from

other agencies were included. Thus, the concentration -of payloads

in the two areas shown in the figures is somewhat of a mirror of the

current vehicle inventories of AFCRL and NASA/GSFC.

d. Accuracy of the Prediction Technique

Note that no requirements are predicted in altitude above

-'" 300-miles. The omission in this area was deliberate because the data

for such high flying vehicles, at least in the AFCRLand NASA invenr

tories, are too sparse to permit a reasonably accurate prediction.

(For-example, only three Javelins [100 - 200 pounds to roughly 400 -

600 miles] have been flown at AFCRL; 50 javelins have been flown by

NASA/GSFC through early 1969.) This omission points out a very -import-

ant aspect of the requirements problemi The predictions are probably
most- reliable when the available historical data is substantial.

This was illustrated by our efforts to check the- accuracy of

our-,prediction scheme by using fewer years of data than were available

and seeing how the- curve looked without two or three years of the most

recent information. This was done as follows: If we had six years of

years. 'We would also calculate- curve-fits using only the first three

aa-r afistfor six
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and four years of history. The resulting coefficients were then com-

pared against each other to see if Years 4,,<5 and 6 could have been

predicted from the information available for only Years 1, 2 and 3..

We found -that two or three years of requirements could be

accurately predicted if substantial data-were available frb6 an histori-

cal base of three or four years (see Figure 6). This strongly empha-

sized the point that a comprehensive and accurate utilization history

is required to predict future requirements.

Another important point arising from our effort to forecast
sounding rocket utilization is that predictions for individual user

agencies cannot be based on the historical data for that specific

agency alone. There are several reasons for this. First, data for

any agency, taken alone, is usually very meager. The small numbers

will thereby limit the statistical validity of the, information.

Second, no sounding rocket user agency-operates in a vacuum.. Although

the relationships with other agencies are difficult to define, a feed-

back system does exist and the cross-fertilization of interest is un-

doubtedly significant. Third, the overall responsibilities of agencies

change with -time and -some may, through management decisions, leave the

sounding rocket field altogether. However, the effect on the total

utilization of sounding rocket vehicles- of the scope change of any one

agency isrelatively small; the field goes on and the totl number of

rockets flown are relptively unaffected by its departure.

bur attempts to improve the elementary prediction technique

neeil soie further improvement. However, even the elementary

techniques we did use will give acceptable results for time spans

for-at least two (and, with less confidence, three or four), years in

those areas where the sounding rocket vehicle utilization history is

well established.

3. Sounding Rocket Vehicle Costs

The cost of a sounding- rocket inventory consists of a.number of

components of which the basic vehicle price is a major part. :At least

the following items are involved:
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1 a. Basic Vehfcle'Price

This includes the charges for the complete rocket motors, the,

fins, the interstage, and the launcher accessory hardware. 4

b. Analytical Support Services

Each-vehicle in the inventjey requires considerable analytical

support in 'the way of trajectory data, wind weighting information, dis-

i persion estimates,- etc. In addition, special payloads may require

vehicle integrity analyses and, as problems develbp in -flight testing,

analytical efforts to solve- the latter. Analytical expenses are maxi-

mum in the first two to three years after a vehicle is incorporated

into the, inventory, but still remain a significant cost itefi throughout

[ its useful lifetime.
!V

c. Storage and Logistics

Each vehicle type can have storage and logistics- requirements

-that are peculiar to it. Therefore, if many types-are held in inven-

tory the specific attention devoted to each one can become a signifi-

cant cost factor. A large number of remote site operations can further

make this a significant cost item.

d. Launch Crew Support

If a rocket stable contains only a few vehicle types then the

job of the launch crew becomes much simpler because the familiarization

process with-each type is simplified. Should the launching of many
types be required, the amount of individual-attention required for

each vehicle and the possibility of an error by the crew both increase.

e. Accersoiy Hardware

In the question of a few vehicle types against many, stand-

ardized components can-give- the former inventory a cost -advantage.
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f. Unit Costs

In the analysis, we have considered only one inventory cost--

the basic vehicle price. This was'done in an attempt to simplify the

computations. However, if the optimum inventory mix (as determined by

the Figure of Merit) proves to be many types of vehicles as opposed

to a- faw, this assumption must -be re-examined. If the Figure of Merit

computation shows an inventory mix consisting of fewer types to be

nearly as favorable as one containing many, the former must be selected

in view of the peripheral costs discussed above.

g. Quantity Discounts for Lot Purchases

In gathering vehicle unit costs, an interesting and somewhat

unexpected fact came to light: Lot size is not a very important

factor in the basic price of.sounding rocket vehicles. Examining the

pkice quotations of several rocket motor and vehicle suppliers, it be-

came apparent that a discount of 10% or less was the only economic

advantage to be gained by buying vehicles in lots of 50 as opposed to

lots of 1, 5, or 10.

The main reason for this surprising fact seems to be the in-
flexibility Of rocket motor-cgits. (This inflexibility probably-arises
because most sounding rocket motorbuys are too small--even in 50-unit

lots--to warrant the capital expenditures required for real mass pro-
ducition.) The 10% price advantage of 50-over 5 unit lots arises mostly

from the economies achieved in the manufacture of accessory hardware-

such as- fins, interstages, etc.

A major price break is undoubtedly possible at some lot size.-

The break may occur at 100 vehicles or-perhaps an even larger lot
-size. -Unfbiunateiy,, annual~sounding rocket buys Seldom-reach-this-

level from any one customer. Furthermore, although the 10% discount

is real, it is ,quite unimportant when compared to the tgtal cost of

,an inventory-

The Figure of Merit computations-that are shown below, as an

example in the anal.ysis, will not -be significantly affected-by -the-
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Idi
omission of a lot discount in the few instances where large buys are

U-indicated. Therefore, we assumed unit vehicle costs to be unaffected
by lot size.

4. Sounding 'Rocket Reliability

The effect of reliability on.A'he cost of a sounding rocket inven-

tory is critical. The reason for its importance lies not so much in

the cost of the vehicle itself as in the price of a payload that an

unsuccess2ful rocket destroys.
In the vast majority of sounding rocket launches, the payload

ncosts more thanthe launch vehicle, Ratios of payload to vehicle cost

usually range from 3 to 5 and in some instances can reach a value of
i10 or even 20. Vehidles costing $30,000 have been used to-launch

$500,000 payloads, and $12,600 rockets have boosted instruments costing,
nearly $250,000. The emphasison putting reliable vehicles in:.a

stable is, therefore, well justified.

a. The -Effect of Reliability on Mission Cost

If two or more vehicles available in an inventory can per-

form the same mission the mission assignment should be made to theIehicle with the lowest effective mission cost. We suggest the follow-

iiig formula for Effective Mission Cost (EMC):

C +CLEMC = p (2)
rv

where:Cv is the vehicle unit cost, CpL the payload cost, and r the

vehicle reliability.

Given a choice of two vehicles (1 and.-2), the.break-even

point is reached when:

C vl + CPL Cv2, + CPL
EMCI = EMC 2 r3)

v v2
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Equation (3), above, can be solved to determine how much the

-payload must cost before it becomes economically-worthwhile to switch

to a more expensive launch vehicle if the latter is more reliable.

(Of course, if the more expensive vehicle is not more reliable then

it makes no sensto switch.) Reworking Equation -(3) to solve for the

cost of the payload, we have:

C r -C r
C PL = r - -r (4 -

v2  v I

Assuming that r does not differ significantly from r, , Equation (4)v2  v 1

can be approximated by:

-C C 2 " Cv1 'Wv
CPL (r C . rv )/ v  (5)

Where v is the difference in unit costs of the two vehicles
V

under consideration, and r r is the relative difference in reliab-
V It

ility. Thus, if a higher priced vehicle costs $2,000 more than its

competitor, -and is, in turn, 5% more reliable, then the payload price

would have to be approximately $40,000 for the more reliable vehicle

to be selected. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship- between payload
price, vehicle cost difference, and relative reliability.

It is evident that the switch from- a less reliable and cheaper

vehicle to one vith greater reliability and higher cost is thus justi-

fied when payload costs are high, or the reliability to be gained is

significant.

5. Computing the-Figure of Merit for an Inventory Mix

Computing the Figure of Merit of the various sounding rocket
inventories is the final step in optimizing a vehicle stable. The

computation-process is quite straightforward requiring nothing more
than elementary mathematics. The process is illustrated in the sample

problem5,which follows in the next section.
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B. Optimization of a Sounding Rocket Inventory (A Sample Problem).

A sample problem is presented-below to demonstrate the application

of the concepts described in the previous sections. As an-example-, we

created an imaginary sounding rocket user agency called AFNA. We have

comprehensive :sounding rocket utilization records for AFNA dating back

a considerable number of years. Based on this use history, we predicted

the future requirements of AFNA and attempted to select an optimum sound-

ing rocket inventory for this agency for a future time span-of five years.

1. Assumptions

For the AFNA agency we assumed that:

1. Five vehicles (Type A through E) are candidates for the
AFNA inventory. The performance characteristics, estimated
cost, and reliability of each of these vehicles is indi-

cated in Figure 8.

2. No restrictions are placed on the combinations of Type A
through E vehicles that may be adopted for the inventory.

3. Any missions falling to the left of the altitude/payload
curve of a vehicle can be- performed by, that type with the
addition of ballast.

4. Any vehicle can meet the mission requirements of any alti-
tude/payload: grid .cells into which its performance curve
penetrates or touches.

.5. The reliability of the vehicles considered for inclusion in
the inventory will remain constant, at the value initially
assumed, for the projected time span.

6. The unit cost, initially assumed for each of the vehicle
types, will not change over the projected time:span.

2. Choosing the Possible MixesI

Since five vehicle types are candidates for -the inventory, there

are (statistically) many possible combinations to look at. However, we

restricted the combinations to six inventory mixes. As a minimum, an

inventory consisting of Type B, and Type A, or Type D vehicles can per-

form all of the missions in the projected time span of five years. As

a maximum, all five types can be held in inventory and-will,, of course,

lalso satisfy all mission requirements.
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The six mixes selected for optimization are shown in Table

below.

TABLE I
VEHICLE MIXES SELECTED FOR INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

MIX NUMBER, 1 2 3 4 5 6

VEHICLE TYPE

A V V
B1 V. VV V VV
C \0

DV V

E \0VV

Of the vehicles Contained in the stable, only Type B is assured

permanence; Type B is the only vehicle capable of carrying the pay-

loads in the 240 - 300 pound class to altitudes of 80 - 120 miles.

The rest of the types, A, C, D, ana E owe their continued use to their

favorable effect, if any, on the Figure of Merit.

Mix #1 contains all five types of rockets available for the

vehicle inventory. M.tx #2 and #3 are at the other endof the spectrum;

each contains only two rocket types to illustrate the comparison be-

-tween the "many vs., few"- inventory philosophy. Mix #4 'is, similar to

#2 with the exception chat Type C has been added. Mix #5 is similar

to Mix #3 with C added. Mix #6, contains all types except E.

3. Mission Requirements

Future requirements predicted for the AFNA agency were deter-

mined by'extrapolating the least-squared curve-fits of the agency's

4-34-
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The six mixes selected for optimization are shown in Table I

below.

TABLE I
VEHICLE MIXES SELECTED FOR INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

MIX NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6

JA V

V V V V

EVV V

Of the vehicles contained in the stable, only Type B 'is assured

permanence; Type B is the ,only vehicle capable of carrying the pay-

loads in the 240 ; 300 pound class to altitudes of 80 - 120 miles.

The rest of the types, A, C, D, and E owe their continued use to their

favorable effect, if any, on the Figure of Merit.

Mix #1 contains all five types of rockets available for the

vehicle inventory.. Mix #2 and #3 are at the other end zof the spectrum;,

-each contains 0nly two-*rocket types to illustrate the comparison be-

tween the "many vs. few" inventory philosophy. Mix #4 is similar to

#2 with the exception that Type C has been added. Mix #5 is similar

to ,Mix #3 with C added. Mix #6 contains all types except E.

3. Mission Requirementes

Future requirements predicted for the AFNA 'agency were deter-

-mined by extrapo'latingthe least-squares curve-fits of the agency's
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utilization history. The results of the extrapolation, previously

illustrated in Figures 5 - 5e,are adopted for this sample problem
and are summarized below in Table II. Year-by-year growth or decline

-of requirements in the various payload/altitude categories are given

for some eighteen different missions.

TABLE IIPREDICTED M ISS ION, REQU IREMENTS - AFNA AGENCY
PAYLOAD/ALT ITUDE YEAR
(Pounds)/(Miles) 1 2 3 4 5,
40-60/100-120 3 4 4 5, 6
40-60/120-140 16 22 29 36 45
60-80/I60-80 26 32 40 48 57
60-80/80-100 12 14 16 18 20
60-80/100-120 27 37 48 61 75
80-100/60-80 1. 0 0 0 0
80-100/80-100 21 29 37 46, 57,
200-220/120-140 4- 4 4 4 4
240-260/100-120 3 4 5 7 9
240-260/120-140 3 4 6 7 8
220-240/120-140 4 3 2 D 0
260-280/120-140 4 4 5 6 7
280-300/100-120 3 3 3 3 2
260-280/100- 120 7 11 15 21 26
180-200/140-160 3 5 6 7 8
40-100/460-700 1 0 0 0 0
160-180/140-160 3- 1 -0 0 0-
280-300/80-100 4 1 0- 0 0

4. r esultsof the' Optimization

The results of the optimization of the AFNA vehicle inventory
are -shoein in Table III. The Figure of -Merit value of each inventory

mix is predicted for the 5-year time span considered in our example,

-35-
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In Year 1, Mix #1 has the highest FM, 0.786 pound-mtles/dollar.

Mix #1 is closely followed by #6 and #5 with 0.778 and 0.768 pound-

miles/dollar respectively. The FM of Mix #4 is approximately 10% less

than that of Mix #1. In fifth and sixth places are Mix #2 and #3 re-

spectively,, -approximately 30% below the best one.

TABLE IlI

FIGURE OF MER IT OF THE VEH ICLE INVENTORY-MIXES

Figure/o Merit (Pound-Miles/Dollar)

YEAR 1 2 3 4 5,
MIX

2 0.570 0.563 0.561 0.560 0.557
3 0.538 0.523 0.515 0.512 0.506

4 0.696 0.666 0.652 0.637 0.629

6 o.77 0.748 I10.73 0.714 0,705

C ..st Dj [2nd Best Bj_ est

On the basis of t-hese results, Mix #5 would be selected as the

optimum vehicle inventory for the AFNA agency. Mix #5 would be selected

because it contains only three vehicle types while having an FM less

than 2% below that of Mix -#I (0.768 compared to 0.786)-. The savings

obtained by the reduction- of peripheral inventory costs, discussed in

Section III.A.3, would more than ,outweigh its slight disadvantage in

the FM.
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5. Cost Savings

In the final analysis the pains taken to calculate the Figure of
Merit of possible vehicle inventory mixes is, justified on-ly if signifi-

cant financial savings can be realized. Comparing the expenditures.

required for the best as opposed to the worst mixi we find:

TABLE IV
YEARLY VEHICLE COSTS

Year 1 2 3 4 5

Total Mission
I ~ Requirement

(Pound-Miles) 1, 827,000 2, 126,000 2,565,,000 3,11i,000 3 49, 000
Optimum Mix
Figure of Merit
(Pou nd-Mi les/$). 0.768 0. 739 0.724 0.705 0.,696
Total Cost ($) 2,379,000 2, 877,000 3;54 000 4, 413,000 5,023, 000

Worst Mix
Figure of Merit
(Pound-Miles/$) 0. 538 0.523 0.515 0. 512 0. 506
Total Cost ($) 3, 395, 000, 4,065, 000 4, 981-/,000 6, 076, 000 6,909,000

Optimum/Worst
Mix Cost
Difference ($) 1, 016, 000, 18, 000 1,438,000 1,663,000 1,886,-000,

It is apparent that the vehicle inventory selected as optimum

would save the AFNA agency as much as $1,000,000 in its first year of

use. As the total mission requirement (expressed as Pound-Miles) rises,

the financial advantage °obtained by- using the optimum mix in the vehicle

inventory increases until, in Year 5, almost $1,900,000 is saved..
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It may be ,argued' that the- savings projected over the 5-year time

span are illusory since management decision and the availability of

new vehicles may change the picture entirely. While this may be par-

tially valid, consider that for a one-year time ,.pan the requirement

predictions can be forecast with a great deal of accuracy. The

$1,000,000 savings resulting from optimizing .the vehicle inventory is

real and substantial. Therefore, the savings are definetly of sufficient

significance to make the optimization exercise a financially rewarding

one.

I
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C. Advanced Techniques- in Inventory Optimization

Optimization:of the sounding rocket inventory depends, as previously

discussed, on a knowledge of future mission requirements. If future

requirements were perfectly known the optimization process could be

reduced to vehicle performance, cost, and logistics which-would then

be simply combined with the known projected mission profile. Sophi-

sticated- prediction techniques were, therefore., examined to see if

rthese advanced methods could be used to obtain better data than those

resulting from the polynomial curve fits discussed in Section III.A.2.b.

Optimization methods in the class of "decision making in the face

Hof uncertainty" were also examined because of the difficulty of pre-

dicting requirements. This technique, known formally as Subjectivistic
Bayesian Decision Theory (Reference I), was explored in 'its application

to the AFCRL sounding rocket inventory situation.

1 1. Advanced Prediction-Techniques

Three probabilistic prediction techniques are described below.

I They are Wiener Estimation Theory, Constrained Least Squares Curve Fit

and GPSS.

a. Wiener Estimation Theory

To apply the "linear mean square-estimation" theory, proposed

by Wiener, to the problem of predicting sounding .rocket utilization,

'4 ~'we examined thc-easemble utilization records, for payloads of 80 - 99,

100 - 119, and 120 - 139 pounds flown to altitudes of 60 - 79, 80 - '99,

and- 100 - 119 statute miles. The time interval considered was 1957 -

1965 for records which were a composite of AFCRL and NASA/GSFC data.-

Table V shows the sounding rocket utilization history of these two.

agencies in the selected performance regime.

The selected ensemble forms a 9-cell by 9-year record in one

of the-most active payload/altitude regimes in-sounding rocketry. The

Reference 1: Erickson, W. A.; DECISION MAKING UNDER-UNCERTAINTIES;

Short Course in Probabilistic Applications: University

of Michigan; June 1967.
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9-cell by 9-year record was normalized:

1 . Against the mean utilization in a given cell over 9 yearsH 2. Against the mean of utilization in a given year over 9 cells

3. Against the ensemble mean over 81 cells.

Normalized correlation coefficients were computed for one cell

from year to year against itself, and for one cell against other cells

from year to year.

In performing these simple mathematical manipulations,, we were
deliberately ignorinig.the stationarity assumption inherent in the Wiener

theory; stationarity implies that the future will be independent of the

time period used to predict it. This is obviously not applicable to

our problem as you can see om a brief look at Table V. In the year

1957 no rockets were flown in the selected-payload/altitude regime.

Were we to base our prediction on that time interval, -we would predict

no future activity whatsoever in that regime, a rather extreme depart-

ure from the facts as they actually occurred.

There were other difficulties with- this technique which can-be

summarized in the following disappointing results:

1i. Further proof that the data was not stationary was indi-
cated by the fact that the mean was not invarient with
time for either the 9 by 9 cr 5 by 5 cell groupings.

2. Time correlations within a cell were not readily describ-
able by mathematical functions.

3. There was no functional relationship between utiiization
in different cells. In statistical terms, use in different
cells was uncorrelated.

£ As a result of these facts we concluded that Wiener's theory

would not be successful.:at predicting sounding rocket utilization to

any greater extent than would simple polynomial extrapolation. Further,
since polynomial extrapolation does not assume stationarity the mathe-

matical validity of using this approach is probably greater.

b. Constrained Least-Squares Fit

Another possible approach to prediction of sounding rocket mission
requirements is a variation of polynomial extrapolation: The constrained
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least-squares curve fit. In Reference 2, R. K. Brimhall of Thiokol's

Wasatch Division introduces the concept of-the constrained least-squares

curve fit. An "estimating function" (the curve fit) is constrained to

go through a selectednumber of actual data points and be least-squares

with the rest of the available information.

The advantage of the constrained least-squares approach is that

recent data can be constrained to strongly influence the utilization

predictions. We, therefore, recommend that this technique be considered-

in future work on the subject.

c. PSS

Another technique suggested for the prediction problem is the

application-of GPSS--General Purpose Simulation System (Reference 3).

In this, technique a mission profile could be generated- by a randoo

number process. The occurrence of a mission in a particular weight/

altitude cell would be governed by the utilization history in. -that

cell. The cell's utilization-history can be described by a frequency

distribution that approximates its actual utilization record. The out-

put-of GPSS would be a mission profile generated by a large number of

passes through the problem.

-The application of GPSS implies that sounding rocket utilization

is at least functionally related to and can be expressed by the distri-

bution of a random vdriable. It is , therefore, difficult to predict the

value of GPSS in this application since the process has beenprimarily

used-in various types of maintenance and queue problems.

-Reference 2: Brimhall, R. K.; DESIGN OPTIMIZATION USING MODEL ESTI-
MATION PROGRAM*'ING: Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Wasatch
Division-, Brigham City, Utah; Presented To AIAA, Jan. 1968.

Reference 3: GENERAL PURPOSE SIMULATION SYSTEM/360; IBM Application
Program, IBM Corporation, Technical Publications Dept.
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2. Problems in Vehicle Prediction

Problems of a frustrafing nature have arisen in the pursuit of

utilization prediction analysis. The first of these is the quality of

sounding rocket utilization data. Utilization data have a very poor
I -level of priority at most sounding rocket organizations. Therefore,

information is not complete and accurate until at least one year and,

in some cases, two, years after the vehicles have been flown.

Another problem with the data is its scarcity in a large portion

of the payload/altitude grid. Since -the prediction results were poor
~~unless there was a substantial' amunt of historical data, we must have

relatively low confidence in the predictions for many segments of the

payload/altitude -grid.

New areas- of utilization caniit, with our present methods, be pre-

dicted at all. If there is no history in a given altitude/weight cell,

we can predict no utilization in that regime. Yet, as new vehicles

become available we know that they will be used by experimenters to

plug some of the-holes in the weight/altitude grid.

This brings up another problem, the chicken/egg question: Was

the new vehicle type developed to meet an existing but unsatisfied need,

or did the need arise because the new vehicle- type was availabie?

Vehicles have come into sounding rocket use both ways.

These-factors need much further study since they dould:signifi-

-cantly impair the validity of the work done in-predicting sounding

rocket utilization if they are not properly understood.
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3. Application of Bayesian Decision Theory to Inventory Optimization

Bayesian decision theory can be very useful in the optimization of

a sounding rocket inventory. It could be-applied to answer the following

question:

"Given-a fixed amount -of money allocated to the purchase of a
sounding rocket inventory for a budgetary period; furthermore,
given a projected set of mission requirements for the same

budgetary period and, given several sounding rocket vehicle
types available for-purchase:. How do you allocate the budget
among the several sounding rocket vehicles types so that the

maximum number of experiments are flown within the budgetary
time -period, consistent with the financial constraints?"

This type of problem typifies -a utility theory approach in which

the risk element comprises the rockets left over at the end of the -year

plus the corps- of unhappy experimenters; the gain comprises the to-

talt nuiberofexperiments successfully flown, and the uncertainties

1n-in_,deat least the mission requirements and the flight reliability

record of the vehic'les. With only a-minimum number -of alternatives

included, -the decision tree framing -this problem becomes very complex.,

To illustrate the Bayesian theory approach to such a problem, we

could formulate a case based on the following, typical assumptions:-

1. The total vehicle budget is S Dollars.

2. Four types- of sounding rocket vehicles are available to be
purchased for inventory. These are types A, B, C, and D.

3. The Altitude/Payload capability of Type D is such that it
can handle any mission assigned to D - A.. In turn, C
can handle all C - A-missions while B can handle all B and A

missions, (Figure 9 ). From a performance standpoint this
makes the mission assignment strategy the most flexible since-
no vehicle type enjoys a unique position (except D).

4. The relative cost of vehicles -A - D can be modeled in -several

- I ways:

- On the basis of existing vehicle types.

As a linear function of -their payload capability.

As a linear function of -their altitude capability.

- On the basis of some fixed-percentage of increasing- cost
with increasing performance; for en:ample,, Type B costs
"X" percent more than Type A, Type C "X" percent more

than Type B, etc.
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5. As with cost there are several ways of approaching the problem
of vehicle reliability:

- On the basis that all vehicle types are equally reliable.
This is probably the best place to begin since the reliab-
ility of competitive vehicle types can be a subject of
-much heated discussion and is sometimes very difficult to
define.

- On the basis of the number of vehicle- stages.

- As a direct proportion of the vehicle cost.

Once a set of ground rules has been selected one would begin with

the budgetary process which allots "S" dollars for a vehicle mix inven-
tory based on the stated intentions of the scientific experimenters,

This is the process by which the inventory is .nominally selected today.

Within the fixed constraint of "S" dollars -a number of options are now

available to the sounding rocket purchaser:

1. Purchase exactly those vehicles for which the budget of "S"
Dollars was approved,

2. Depart from the budget generated inventory in a way in which
significant advantages will accrue to the experimenter.

Step 2 above is where the application of Bayesian decision theory

can be useful. It can give the sounding rocket purchaser an idea of

how to-best allot the budgeted-dollars between the different -vehicle

types so that he can satisfy a greater number of experimenters than if

he had followed their stated plans. This can- be done by running a

number of different trial mixes through the-decision process, assigning

different probabilities of being the correct one to the several mixes and

determining if (within the estimated probabilities) there is one mix

which -1-ands-a better chance of achieving the maximum number of satis-

fied experimenters than any of the others. The decision tree ( a

statistical tool) for this process is illustrated in Figure 10. The

process by which it is arrived- at is briefly explained below.

Basicallya decision tree consis.ts of a succession of events in

which a conscious act (choice) is followed by the probabilistic state

of nature (chance). A succession of choice-chance-choice-chance steps
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result in a set of consequences which follow every set of branches.

Referring to Figure 10 the typical decision tree for the inventory

problem could be as follows:

Stp21 - (CHOICE), Select an Inventory

In a hypothetical problem we could begin by selecting three

sounding rocket invetory mixes labeled as X, Y and Z in the illustra-

tion. The only constraint on Mixes X, Y and Z is, that the cost of

-each branch is equal to the "S"dollars budgeted for the inventory.

Step 2 - (CHANCE): Estimate the Probability that the Chosen

Inventory will be Correct.

To each branch of the decision tree we now atta~h-,another set of

branches consisting of estimated probabilities) that the particular

course of action taken in Step 1 is the correct-one. r representsX
the probability that Mix X will actually reflect the mission require-

ments as they arise, after the inventory has been purchased. ry and

rZ represent the probability that those respective mixes turn out to

be the right ones. The only restriction on rx, ry and z is- that they

sum-to 1.0.. -It can, of course, be argued that neither Mix X, Y or Z
will represent the mission requirements as they actually turn out;

however, if the mixes are carefully chosen the final requirements will

at least closely resemble one of the selected inventories.

In assigning probabilities that the mixes are correct, it should

be possible to use as a guide budgetary plans of AFCRL which form the

basis for the sounding rocket purchases over the years. Then, these

could be compared to the missions actually flown in those years,

and reliability estimates on the accuracy of the pre-purchase predictions

could be so obtained.

St -(CHOICE)-: Select a--Mission -Assignment Strategy

At the end'of Step 2 we have a series of consequences: If-Mix

X~was-selected but the requirements actuarly fit Mix Y, then the con-

sequences may be that there will be more vehicles than missions, more

missions than vehicles, or the wrong missions for the vehicles on hand.

A strategy must then be adopted to handle the situation.
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H I Three strategy options are postulated on the decision tree. The

first of these, that "perfect fit" missions will be flown, would indi-

cate a method in which Type B missions would be flown only on Type B

vehicles. If there is an-excess of Type C vehicles (which by our earlier

assumptions can handle Type B missions) those vehicles-would not-be

used.

The second choice is to ballast all possible missions; if there

were an excess of Type B missions and an excess of Type D vehicles, the

latter will be ballasted to handle the excess Type B missions..

The third choice is a compromise in which only "cl6se" vehicles

are ballasted to satisfy unfulfilled mission requirements. For example,

Type C could be ballasted to accomplish Type B, :butType-D would not

be ballasted to-handle Type B. This is a fairly believable approach'

to the. problem since it may Very well be that the higher performing

Type D sounding rocket would be too expensive-to "waste" on a Type B

mission.

Step 4 - (CHANCE): Estimate the Effects of Vehicle Reliability

Having made the decision how to fly -the various vehicles, we

would now take into account the effect-of reliability- of the-different

vehicles types on the success of the missions. One approach is to

consider the reliability of all vehicles as equal. Another approach is

to assign a specific reliability to each vehicle type in either a

functional relationship or an arbitrary manner.

4. End Product

£ The-end results at each branch of the decision tree would be the

total-number of successes, the vehicle failures, thenumber of unflown

experiments and the number of unused Vehicles.

of choices. If cost were the overall criterion of the optimization

problem, then dollar figures would then have to -be- associated with

each success, failure, unflown experiment, and unused vehicle .

By this approach it may turn out -that -a particular -course of

action in selecting an inventory--when combined with a set of mission
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assignment rules--will produce the best results in the face of the

uncertainties in mission requirements and vehicle reliability. A

number of additional benefits -may arise. For instance, it may be

that vehicle reliability is not really a strong factor in influencing

the overall successes of the inventory purchasf.. The value cf-ballast-

ing vehicles could also be determined as a wo'.thwhile (or worthless)

course of action.

5. Commentary

The decision tree shown- in Figure 10 is by no means complete, nor

are all the possible choices outlined. It could be much more complex

if more than three possible ,inventory mixes are postulated. Even in the

relatively simple example illustrated, there are over 50 possible paths

through the tree. The complexity of the tree rapidly increases as more

branches are added.

Nor need we stop there: Since there will, at the end of the calen-

dar year, be some unflb.wn experiments and unused vehicles, decision

trees for successive years could be tacked on to each other. Thus,

unflown experiments and unused vehicles resulting at the end of Year I

could influence the mixes selected in Year 2. The leftovers at the

end of Year 2 would further influence the decisions at the end of Year 3.

The complexity and sophistication of the decision tree is thus- more

a function of the patience and computing power of the investigator

the problem itself.
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D. Cost Effectiveness of the Development of a New Sounding.
Rocket Vehicle

New vehicle development in the sounding rocket field has not

been notably successful. Many attempts have been- abandoned after

vehicle design, rocket motor development, and even flight testing.,

Unfortunately, there have been relatively few successes. For example,

only 48% of the 53 sounding rocket programs- identified in Reference 4.

have had ton or more flights; 33% have had 20 or-more, and 18% have

had 50 or more total flights (Figure -1).

If we consider a new so4nding rocket vehicle to be -successful

when it has completed a total-of 50 or more flights,-then less than

20% of.all vehicle development programs have been successful.

Historical hindsight, therefore, shows that many sounding rocket

development programs either did not get off the ground at all or made

only a few flights before they were abandoned. The -fact that this is

true of the definite majority of programs lends impetus to our search

for a means to prevent -the unnecessary financial and human expenditures

wasted in -an unsuccessful development program.

1,. What Makes a New Sounding Rocket Vehicle Successful?

A new sounding rocket may be considered successful if, after

its- introduction, its use rate shows a steady- initial growth and its,

range of application is steadily diversified. Growth in utilization

is an indicator of success because it implies satisfactory performance

of'the'new vehicle. Diversification of its application,is- another

required success factor because it indicates that the sponsoring cust-Iomer or agency is not the only one who is using the vehicle.
The requirement of diversification also eliminates the-vehicles

designed for highly specialized one-shot applications such as weapons

testing where the particular vehicle may never bedheard from again

when the test series is. over. In several -such programs a good number

Reference 4': APPLICATION OF ADVANCED SOLID AND HYBRID-MOTORS TO'SOUNDING
ROCKETS: Space General Corporation; July 1966.
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of vehicles were flown, for example the Deacon-Arrow, the Viper-Arrow,
the Asp, and the Nike-Asp. However, none pf these vehicles proved to

be attractive to the scientific sounding rocket community and were

dropped after 4 brief but spectacular career. The first indicator,

steady growth rate, also rules out one-shot programs from being deemed

successful since their growth rate is initially rapid, but ceases when

thr original application is over.

Another criterion of success of a new development is when the

new system begins to oupplant an existing well-established vehicle by

taking away some of the latter's missions. Here it is important to

differentiate between two types of competition between a- new- and an

established vehicle, direct substitution and improved replacement.

Direct substitution implies that the new vehicle competes Pound-for-

Pound and Mile-for-Mile with an existing sounding rocket. If the. new

vehicle can reach higher altitudes or carry larger payloads (or both)

than the established sounding rocket it is considered an improyed re-

placement.

Without performance advantages a newly developed vehicle appar-

ently stands little chance of becoming successful; an established vehicle

has the consi-derable advantages of entrenchment which include ac

demonstrated flight history, an established reliabil', -y record-,ana-

lytical support and user acceptance, the last being.ii-psychological

factor of no small importance.

If the new vehicle, as a direct substitute for an established

sounding rocket, has a significant price advantage (on a unit cost

basis) even that will not weigh heavily in -its favor; its lack of
demonstrated reliability usually outweighs its price advantage. Further-

more, realistically speaking, development costs are rising, making it

highly unlikely that a new vehicle can be less expensive than an

existing, proven, -sounding rocket.

There is, however, one possible exception, by which a-newly

developed sounding rocket can directly supplant an existing vehicle:

that is if ,the- existing vehicle has a poor reliability record, or
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consists of motors that no longer are available. In these cases,,

a new vehicle stands a considerably better chance of success. Even

the threat of "no more motors" need sometimes not be taken too seri-

ously. A classic example of -this is the Nike, a component of practi-

cally -every-multi-stage sounding rocket in use in the United States

today. There have been numerous "no more Nikes" panics in past years,

but the demand has been steady enough so that the supply has continued

unabated.

To be -successful then, a newly-developed vehicle must offer

performance advantages over- an existing sounding rocket or must be

able to open a new area -of the atmosphere to sounding rocket explor-

-ation. We cart identify a vehicle as being successful by the steady

growth of its use rate after its introduction, and the diversification

of its application from that for which it was originally developed.

2. The-Effedt of Requirements on New Vehicle Development

Future requirements can provide the stimulus for the develop-

ment of new-vehicles. This is -because requirement predictions can

serve as indicators of areas in which substantial growth-can be anti-

cipated and, thereby, point out the performance regime for which a

new sounding rocket should be Jeveloped.

To make these requirement predictions one could use the- same

techniques outlined in Section III.A.2.b. These consist of parabolic

curve-fits of sounding rocket utilization histories in different

apogee altitude/payload weight regions to form the basis for an extrapo-

lation into future years.

-3. Reliability of a Newly Developed Vehicle

The reliability of a newly developed vehicle has a tremendously

important influence en: the cost effectiveness of its development,. A

new vehide may present a substantial cost advantage over a rocket in

current use which may be completely nu-lli fied if the new rocket develops

-a poor reliability record. Furthermore, since a new vehicle rarely

-



S-costs less than an existing type, the problem of reliability becomes
a critical one. In considering the reliability of a newly developed

rocket, we will look at two phases of the problem: (a) Reliability

Growth and (b) Long Term Reliability.

a. Reliability Growth

To anticipate the reliability growth of a newly developed

sounding rocket, we examine the following model:

Let r = Reliability of the "nth" launch

N, = Number of major failure modes initially present
Iin the design

P = Probability of occurrence of a single failure
mode during any single flight

d = Probability that a failure mode will be detected
and identified once it has occurred

n = Total number of 'flights.

Then, we made the following basic assumptions:

1. All failure mddes have the same probability of occurrence,

detection, and identification.

2. Operational policy is to correct all known failure modes

by redesign and/or proizedural changes.

3. There are no salvo launchings, so that policy 2 may be
applied to successive vehicles.

4. All failure modes are critical to all missions.

5. Corrective action initiated as a result of a failure

Sdoes not introduce new failure modes.

I N6w consider a specific failure mode. The probability that

!J this mode has not occurred, and been detected, after n flights is,

The expected number of failure modes discovered, X, is:

X= N [1-(l-pd)n] (6)

The reliability of the "(n + l)th" flight is, on-an expected

basis,-
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orr 1.m( 1.P) N(l-pd)-' (8)or n+l

The variation of expected reliability with flight number is

shown in Figure 12 for a case in which there are five failure modes

(N - 5), the probability of occurrence of any-of the failure modes is

25% (Q - 0.25), and the detection probability of the fak.ure modes

varies from a low of 25% to a high of 99% (! - 0.25 - 0.99).

The expected reliability increases rapidly as the failure mode

detection :probability goes from 25% - 75%, but less rapidly as d ap-

p:oaches 99%. This illustrates the importance of carrying a reasonable

amount of diagnostic instrumentation on-the first few flights if rapid

reliability growth is desired.

The effect of the number of failure modes on reliability growth

is illustrated in Figure 13, which shows reliability as a function of

increasing N, with d fixed-at 0.75 and p at 0.25. As expected, vehicles

with large numbers of failure modes have slower rates of reliability

-growth.

Another interesting aspect of the reliability growth problem is

illustrated in Figure 14, where N - 5, d - 0.75, p = 0.25 and 0.50.

Here we see that a high probability of occurrence of a failurz mode

actually helps the reliability-growth because the failures, occurring

earlier, are corrected earlier.

After parametrically exploring the effect on reliability of

-detection probability, number of failure modes, and probability of

occurrence, we attempted to fit the theoretical growth model to empiri-

cal data derived from-actual sounding rocket experience. As a source

of empirical data, we selected eight recent sounding rocket develop-

ment programs and- considered their history over their fiis,: five flights.

Table VIgives the average .reliability of this ensemble -as a function

of the number of flights.
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TABLE VI

RELIABILITY GROWTH

FlightNumber 1 2 3 4 5

Veh ic le Type
ALFA X X X
BRAVO X \, V V X
CHARLIE X X X X X
DELTA X X V X X
ECHO X X *

FOX X X X
,GOLF V'V-'X , V,
HOTEL X X X

Average Reliability 0.13 0. 25 0.38 0.57 0.71

V- Vehicle Success; X - Vehicle Failure; * - Not Yet Flown

VEHICLE FAILURE: Vehicle either did not meet design objectives
and/or alterations to design or operationalprocedures were required
for succeeding launches. All other vehicleswere considered successful.

Close agreemet: was found between the empirical daia and the

theoretical model when N was assumed to be 5, p was 0.50, and d was

0.90 (Figure 15). We found that no other 'variation of the equation

parameters N, d, and p,. resulted in such close correlation.

Figure 15 thus indicates that 5 major failure modes are a

realistic number to be expected in today's state of the art, and that

the probability curve of 90% indicates that today's sounding rockets

are well instrumented and closely observed, and that little guessing

is necessary to determine the reasons for a vehicle's failure,

The record also shows that four to five flights are required

before an expertmenterhas an even chance of success when he risks

a- payload on a new vehicle.
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'b. Long--Term Reliability

Long-term reliability of a (new) vehicle is much more difficult

to predict than short-term reliability growth. Experience has shown

that, for successful sounding rockets, long-term vehicle reliability

will range from a low of 75% to a high of nearly 95%. In terms of

affecting the Figure of Merit of a particular vehicle inventory, this

reliability range is significant. Therefore, the predicted reliability

of- a new vehicle Mill profoundly influence its cost effectiveness.

The theoretical model for reliability growth proposed in

Section III.D.3.a. cannot be applied to predicting long-term reliability;

the model indicates an expected reliability of practically 100% after

only 15 flights. One reason for this phenomenon is that, usually after

a very limited number of test/development firings, the vehicle is re-

leased for initial operational service. The operational payloads

,carry minimal diagnostic instrumentationj and are freqahtly launched

under weather conditions-which limit the usefulness of optical c6ver-

age. As a, result, failure, detection-probabilities are considerably

less than 90%. It is also true that some failure modes have an occur-

rence probability much less than 50%. It follows from this that the

actual relability curve breaks, and asymptotically-approaches some

terminal Value. A first approximation to this situation is to use

the curve of Figure 13 until the reliability has reached, say, 90%,

and then assume -that, thereafter, reliability is constant.

For the present the effect of long-term reliability,on the

cost effectiveness of a new development can be evaluated on an itera-

tive basis. As a first step, we will assume a long-term reliability

"t hat 13 an average of thebest and worst available-in today's success-

ful sounding rockets. If the resulting Figure of:Merit -calculations

show that this reliability level is sufficient to give a new vehicle

a cost effectiveness advantage, then we can assume its development to

be economically -iorthwhile. If an extremely high reliability, such

as 90% - 95%, is required of a new vehicle before it becomes worth-

while to develop it, then we must re-evaluate its cost effectiveness
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on the basis of a higher development program cost that would be required

to achieve that reliability

In some cases 1ir which the development of a new vehicle is

K ~ economically sensible only if the configuration possesses a high

long-term reliability., large development costs may be justifiable.

The best such justification would be a large predicted utilization for

a vehicle with its performance characteristics. In this case, high
development program costs will be readily absorbed by the large utili-

Hzation rate.

6
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E. A Typical Approach To Computing the Cost Effectiveness of a

Sounding Rocket Vehicle Development Program

Using the criteria developed in the analysis, it is possible to

make predictions about the economic consequences of developing a new

rocket. The key step in this calculation is the formulation of a set

of ground rules for the development program, in operation's research

terminoldgy--a scenario. For example, a typical scenario might read

as follows:

"We will consider a five-year time span in which the effect
of developing a new vehicle; Type F, on the AFNA inventory
will be evaluated. Based on the performance of available
rockets and the strong predicted requirement growth in the
40 - 140 pounds to 60 - 160 miles area, the Type F perform-
ance specification is taken to be 120 pounds to 70 miles
ranging to 60 pounds to 110 miles. Preliminary calculations
indicate that such a rocket will- have a development cost
of $260,000 and its unit production cost will be $6,500.
Development time, including the flight of two fully instru-
mented test articles, is estimated to be two years. De-
sign reliability is predicted to approach 88%, assuming
the first eight or ten operational payloads are at least
partially instrumented for rocket problem detection."

At first, it might apiiear that all that remains to determine

the cost effectiveness of-Type F is to enter it in a new set of

trial mixes and, based on the idea of maximizing the Figure of Merit,

compute the number of Type F which could :be used each year in the

AFNA inventory. This cannot be done because, as yet, there is no

accounting for amortization of development costi. There are many

ways of doing this. For example, the development cost might be

spread evenly over the first 189,rockets sold. Or, spread evenly

over all rockets sold within 48 months of program go-ahead date, etc.

Ve must,,therefore, consider-which of such auortization schedules

will-be applied. This cannot be-done until the scenario is amended

by adding a statement about the financial (or other) goals of the

sponsoring organization. Once this is done, the optimum amortization

program for Type F may be determined.

Once a statement of organization goals has been forimlated, a

first "trial" amortization program may be attempted. In the present
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scenario, suppose that development costs'- rust be written off over the
Ifirst two years of operational service, and for ease of accounting,

the development-burden is to be taken as constant over a time-of one

year. Then we may write that:

1 2 + D3 = $260,000,

- +D 2

C 2 = $6,500 + n

C3 = $6,500 + -

and C = $6,500 thereafter.

where D2 D = Development costs to be written off in-Years 2 and 3.
- (The development starts at the beginning of Year 0.)

n2, n3 I Number of Type F required in the -optimum mixes in
Years 2 and 3, assuming that numerical valuew for
-D2 and D3 have been fixed.

C2, C3 r Unit prices for Type F in Years 2 and 3.

As a first guess, we-might take, say,

D2 - $140,00Q, and

D3 = $120,000

Now trial mixes may be arranged, and an iterative solution for n2

and n3 for the optimum mixes found. This process may be repeated for

different numerical values of D2 and D until that combinationwhich

most closely satisfies the organizational goals is found'.

The output of the above procedure is some number;- the total

vehicles required during the next five years, which -relates the, effect

of adopting the policy, "develop Type F" to the sponsoring organi-

zation's goals. By doing the same for Type G, H, etc.,-one can

arrive at vehicle specifications and-a preliminary design for the

most desirable development investment.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the work described in this report was to study ana-

lytical methods that could be used to improve the cost effectiveness of

sounding rocket procurement. Based on the results achieved in this-

effort, we conclude that:

1. Sounding rocket inventory optimization is feasible and

can produce substantial savings.

2. Short-tern predictions of sounding rocket requirements

are most ve1id in performance regimes where a utilization

history- is well establ'shed.

3. It is difficult to predict requirements in performance

regimes in which li:tle or no utilization history exists.

4. Based on conclusions 2 and 3 above it is difficult to

forecast the cost effectiveness of a newly developed

sounding .rocket vehicle and the question of cost effect-

iveness of -a hew vehicle development is left largely

unafiswered.

-
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